Paul Cefalu's study explores the relationship between moral character and religious conversion in the poetry and prose of Sidney, Spenser, Donne, Herbert, and Milton, as well as in early modern English Conformist and Puritan sermons, theological tracts, and philosophical treatises. Cefalu argues that early modern Protestant theologians were often unable to incorporate a coherent theory of practical morality into the order of salvation. Cefalu draws on new historicist theories of ideology and subversion, but takes issue with the new historicist tendency to conflate generic and categorical distinctions among texts. He argues that imaginative literature, by virtue of its tendency to place characters in approximately real ethical quandaries, uniquely points out the inability of early modern English Protestant theology to merge religious theory and ethical practice. This study should appeal not only to literary critics and historians, but also to scholars interested in the history of moral theory.
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A This study began under the guidance of Richard Strier and Jay Schleusener at the University of Chicago. Over many years, Richard has brought his scholarly example, passion for theological matters, and incisive editorial comments and criticisms to bear on all of my work. Always tough-minded and rigorous, he has been a remarkable critic, mentor, and friend. I thank him for making this work possible. I thank Jay for his support as well, particularly the philosophical acumen with which he assessed early drafts of this study. Over the years, I have also received indispensable advice from Joshua Scodel, whose scholarship has provided a benchmark for research in early modern ethics and literature, and David Bevington, whose generosity and fair-mindedness are examples to all of us in academe. At Lafayette College, Lynn Van Dyke and Susan Blake have, as respective chairs of my department, graciously provided me with a flexible teaching schedule that allowed time for research. I thank Lynn, Susan, James Woolley, and Bryan Washington for their ongoing support of my teaching and research. I extend a special thanks to Lee Upton and Eric Ziolkowski, two individuals who seem to have an effortless ability to integrate kindness and professionalism. Eric's interest in this study provided me with the impetus I needed to complete the final version of the manuscript. I have also benefited from the diligent work of two research assistants, both students at Lafayette College: Brian Want, an Excel scholar who spent the summer of 1998 poring over twelve volumes of Calvin's New Testament commentaries (which hopefully has not turned him off to scholarship entirely); and Jeb Madigan, who meticulously proofread an earlier draft of this study. My good friend Owen McLeod also deserves thanks for his good humor and insights on ethical theory.
This study could not have been undertaken without the support of the Woodrow Wilson Foundation, which provided me with a Newcomb Fellowship in 1997-8. I also thank Lafayette College for a year leave during which I made final revisions on the manuscript; many thanks to the staff It has been a pleasure to work with Ray Ryan, my editor at Cambridge University Press. Ray has provided astute and expeditious advice at every step of preparing this manuscript for publication. I also thank the two readers for Cambridge University Press for their exacting comments on an earlier version of this study.
This book is about, among other things, virtuous dispositions of character. It might well be about my father, who I believe exemplifies the classical ideal of the unity of virtue. I thank him for his unwavering encouragement of my work.
Anna Siomopoulos, the dedicatee of this book, inspires me on a daily basis with her brilliance and integrity. Aristotle, if only he could have met her, would have acknowledged her as a great-souled woman.
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